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1.   Introduction

The information and communications technology 
(ICT) strategies of companies are closely intertwined 
with their business strategies, and ICT is now indis-
pensable to a wide range of business activities. The 
business management environment is currently 
undergoing various changes including shorter prod-
uct life cycles in response to more diverse and com-
plicated market demands, rapid globalization due to 
changes in the domestic and international economic 
situations, stricter legal compliance, business conti-
nuity plans for the aftermath of the Great East Japan 
Earthquake, and energy saving efforts. To keep up 
with such changes, it is essential to update the ICT 
systems that support business management. It is even 
said that the speed of ICT system updates determines 
whether a business is successful or not. However, the 
capabilities of current ICT systems are insufficient to 
meet these corporate demands.

Although business growth and customer expansion 
have been becoming a higher priority than cost reduc-
tion in both domestic and international business since 
last year, cost and business processes improvements 
still remain as important issues for many companies. 
While global corporations place higher priority on 
developing new products and services (innovation), 
Japanese corporations regard the cultivation of new 
markets and business expansion to wider areas as 
important. This trend in Japan suggests that a global 

rollout is urgently required to support the interna-
tional business of Japanese corporations [�].

2.   ICT infrastructure technology to 
overcome business challenges

Key concepts to help corporations overcome their 
challenges are streamlining, agility, globalization, 
and value creation [2]. To implement these concepts, 
NTT DATA is focusing on the following three ICT 
infrastructure technologies.
(�) Cloud computing technology
(2) Robotics integration technology
(3) Communication advancement technology

Cloud computing technology features resource 
sharing, on-demand self-service, and speedy scalabil-
ity, all of which lead to streamlining and agility. It is 
also helpful for accelerating globalization because it 
is designed to be used via a wide range of network 
access methods. Communication advancement tech-
nology is expected to contribute to globalization by 
bridging communication gaps caused by remote loca-
tions and different languages. It will also create new 
value by enabling not only person-to-person commu-
nication but also person-to-machine communication. 
Robotics integration technology is related to the 
Internet of Things (IoT) and controls the actual 
machines by capturing changes in the business envi-
ronment in real time through advanced sensing tech-
nology. This is called M2M2A (machine to machine 
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to actuator), an outgrowth of M2M (machine to 
machine). Robotics integration technology not only 
gathers real-world information, but can also provide 
feedback to the real world based on the collected 
information. This should lead to the creation of new 
value.

2.1   Cloud computing technology
Prior to the Great East Japan Earthquake of 20��, it 

was generally believed that core business systems 
should remain within private clouds because of secu-
rity and service level agreement (SLA) issues, while 
peripheral business could be migrated to public cloud 
services. However, this earthquake changed opinions: 
more and more corporations are now transferring 
their existing business applications to public clouds, 
and not only non-core applications but also business-
to-consumer (B2C) applications and developmental 
test environments are more frequently being migrated 
to infrastructure as a service (IaaS) or platform as a 
service (PaaS) environments.

Many companies are performing server integration 
of their intra-company ICT systems through virtual-
ization for efficient resource usage. However, such 
attempts tend to end up with mere hardware integra-
tion, so the load of operation management tasks is not 
reduced. They even complicate isolating the problem 
in the virtual environment. A solution would be a 
private cloud with enhanced flexibility, speed, and 

operability. However, such a cloud requires addi-
tional investment and new skills to handle new tech-
nologies. This is why migration to private clouds is 
limited to advanced corporations.

Private clouds have generally been on-premise*� 
deployments so far, but new types of private cloud 
services, in which users can choose the location of 
facilities and whether or not to share resources, are 
now available (Fig. 1). Such new private clouds over-
come concerns related to the conventional type of 
private clouds. In the future, corporations will be able 
to use both private and public clouds either on their 
own premises or hosted elsewhere for different pur-
poses in the most suitable manner. Furthermore, this 
mixed usage of private and public clouds will develop 
into an inter-related hybrid cloud.

Four of the five companies shown in the leaders 
quadrant by Gartner in its Dec. 20�� report “Magic 
Quadrant for Public Cloud Infrastructure as a Ser-
vice” [3] use a cloud infrastructure built using propri-
etary software*2. On the other hand, IaaS, a new 
public cloud based on an open source software (OSS) 
cloud infrastructure such as NTT Communications’ 
Cloudn and HP’s Cloud Services, came into full 
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Fig. 1.   Various types of private cloud are available.

*� On-premise deployment: A company operates and manages soft-
ware, servers, and network equipment prepared by itself on its 
own premises.

*2 Proprietary software: Software that is legally and technically lim-
ited in its usage, alteration, and reproduction.
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service in the latter half of 20��. Functions offered by 
the OSS-based cloud infrastructure are becoming 
mature, and its governance model is also shifting 
towards a community-driven one from one led by a 
single company. The OSS-based cloud is getting 
ready to be used for commercial purposes. Anticipat-
ing that private cloud services will also be based on 
OSS, since the foundation of the public cloud IaaS 
infrastructure is evidently moving from proprietary 
software to OSS, NTT DATA is directing its business 
efforts towards establishing OpenStack, which is 
OSS-based cloud infrastructure software, and its sup-
port services. We are also working together with 
NTT’s research and development laboratories to 
establish a proof of concept of a cloud built entirely 
with open source technology—including the hard-
ware, storage, network, and monitoring functions 
(Fig. 2).

Requirements for datacenter networks have 
changed as follows as server virtualization technolo-
gy has become common.
(�)  When multiple tenants use a cloud, they share 

the physical networks. Therefore, the networks 
themselves need to be virtualized and the virtual 
local area network (VLAN), virtual routing and 
forwarding (VRF), virtual firewall, and virtual 
load balancer must be set up interdependently 
on network devices.

(2)  Because virtual machines can be moved among 
physical servers, the machines’ virtual network 
settings must also be dynamically changeable.

(3)  To provide an on-demand cloud service, both 
virtual machines and their virtual networks must 
be centrally controlled and managed. Mapping 
between physical and logical network configu-

rations is also necessary because they are differ-
ent entities.

(4)  Conventional datacenter networks do not allow 
a loop structure. This limitation means that the 
network structure must be a series of tree struc-
tures, resulting in an inflexible and inefficient 
network. New technology must be introduced to 
enable traffic to take different routes to create a 
highly efficient and flexible network.

Two possible candidates that might meet these 
requirements are an SDN/OpenFlow-based network 
(SDN: Software Defined Networking) and a VLAN-
based network (Table 1). SDN is an approach that 
enables network configurations and behavior pro-
grammable, and OpenFlow is a candidate protocol 

Fig. 2.   Full Open Source Cloud.

Network requirements VLAN-basedSDN/OpenFlow-based

SDN/OpenFlow
+

virtual appliances

VLAN/VXLAN/NVGRE
+

virtual appliances

Virtual chassis
+

virtual appliances

TRILL/SPB/MLAG

VEPA/VNTag
+ virtual chassis

+ automatic management of
port profiles

(1) VXLAN, NVGRE: network
virtualization technology or method for
Layer 2 over Layer 3. Technologies for
logically dividing the physical network
among tenants.

(2) VEPA, VNTag: technology or 
methods to help reduce server loading
by substituting external switches for
virtual functions in the hypervisor.

(3) TRILL, SPB, MLAG: technology that
achieves multipath routing. It enables
pathway and device redundancy.

(1) Support for multiple tenants

(3) Automatic operation & centralized
operation and server management

(4) Streamlining of network bandwidth usage

(2) Support for virtual machine mobility to
different physical servers

Table 1.   Responses to datacenter network requirements.
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that implements SDN. On the basis of these technolo-
gies, we have developed a Virtual network controller, 
which is an OpenFlow-based controller, that can be 
used within a datacenter and between datacenters by 
supporting both the hop-by-hop and overlay configu-
rations [4] (Fig. 3). We are currently testing intercon-
nectivity of this controller with switches from major 
manufacturers through standardization activities.

2.2   Robotics integration technology
As sensor technology and network technology 

develop, a computer system (or a machine) is becom-
ing able to collect information about the real world by 
communicating with other machines without any 
help from human beings. This advance materializes 
concepts such as IoT and M2M, which improve effi-
ciency, convenience, and sustainability by utilizing 
such real-world information. In conventional M2M 
systems, servers for collecting and analyzing infor-
mation from machines were developed individually. 
Now, virtualization and cloud technologies have 
enabled the M2M cloud, in which all the functions 
such as communication with various devices and the 
collection, storage, and analysis of data are managed 
centrally. Examples of M2M clouds are NTT DATA’s 
Xrosscloud and NEC’s CONNEXIVE. These are 
expected to be used for various applications (Table 2). 
M2M clouds have the following features.

(�)  Data collection and storage: An M2M cloud has 
functions for communicating with devices, col-
lecting and storing data, and managing devices.  
A data collection mechanism is ready within a 
short time. Moreover, a combination of multiple 
data sources can be analyzed easily because the 
large amount of information can be stored 
across the cloud.

(2)  Data analysis: The M2M cloud offers statistical 
calculations such as multivariate analysis as a 
service. Users benefit from distributed comput-
ing technologies such as the Hadoop Distributed 
File System (HDFS) and MapReduce*3 for con-
ducting data analysis without a large capital 
investment. Since this cloud also allows data 
trading, it will be possible in the future for a 
corporation to analyze its own data together 
with data from others.

The current M2M system is used to collect and 
analyze data from devices and to visualize the analy-
sis results or utilize the results for data mining. In the 
future, this system will probably develop into an 
M2M2A system where the system acts on the real 
world through devices (actuators) on the basis of 

*3 MapReduce: A software framework introduced by Google in 
2004 to support distributed computing for massive datasets on 
clusters of computers.
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Fig. 3.   Virtual network controller that supports hop-by-hop and overlay configurations.
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information about the real world gathered from other 
devices. To make an M2M2A system, we need to add 
four functions to the current M2M cloud in order to 
upgrade it into an M2M2A cloud.

-  A function for analyzing information from 
devices and determining how to act on the real 
world on the basis of the analysis

-  A function for choosing which actuators and 
robots to activate

-  A function for creating an optimum command 
set for delivery to the actuators and robots

-  A function for controlling the actuators and 
robots

We are working to overcome various challenges to 
achieve a smart society supported by the M2M2A 
system (Fig. 4).

2.3   Communication advancement technology
Apps (applications) with a voice-based interface on 

smartphones have recently been appearing, including 
NTT DOCOMO’s Shabette Concier (talking con-
cierge) service and call interpretation service and 
Apple’s Siri. Furthermore, communication between 
things and people is now possible. Such apps are 
made possible by media analysis technology—such 
as voice recognition and machine translation—and 
the functions that the cloud possesses, including pro-
cessing capability, massive databases used for voice 
recognition and translation, and service coordination 
according to the analysis results.

As the corporate environment changes, there are 
demands to reduce linguistic barriers to help domes-
tic corporations expand their business overseas or 
manage offshore outsourcing. To help such corpora-
tions, NTT DATA is currently developing a tool for 
creating design documents in Japanese for offshore 
outsourcers to reduce the burden of creating Japanese 
documents and improve document quality and a 

Areas Data to be collected

Physical information (height, weight, body
temperature, blood pressure, pulse), eating
information (calories, nutrition), and activities
(pedometer counts, walking distance, hours of sleep)

Health management, disease prevention, obesity
prevention, diet, diagnosis support, stress measurement,
remote monitoring of patients, and life insurance discounts

Equipment information (model & production date),
equipment status (on/off, in service or not in service,
settings, failures), and operation environment
(temperature, humidity, vibration)

Remote product support, remote control of home appliances
(air conditioners, videos, feeding of pets), and automatic
updating of firmware 

Possible services

Medicine

Weather information (weather, temperature, humidity,
hours of sunshine, wind direction, wind speed),
density of air (CO2, O2), water content in soil, soil
fertility, images from cameras

Vegetable factories, automated agriculture (sowing seeds,
watering, disinfecting, monitoring, harvesting), controlling
shipping timing, automated gardening, and trading of
vegetation information

Agriculture

Power consumption amount, water consumption
amount, gas consumption amount, power generation
amount, amount of stored energy, power outage
information, water supply control information, and gas
supply control information

Smart grid, BEMS, remote meter reading, remote control
of energy consumption, control of energy storage, and
support for creating power generation plan

Traffic information (locations, speeds, distances
between vehicles, breakdowns), people movement
information, actual and scheduled public
transportation movements, EV charging station
information (locations & usage status)

Traffic congestion prediction, public transportation rush
prediction, freight management, emergency warnings
concerning failure or accident, EV charging station
availability, and support for city planning

Weather information (rainfall amount, wind speed,
snowfall amount, lightning),  water level in rivers,
amount of soil carried (by rivers etc.),  heat, flames,
smoke, gas, seismic intensity, and radiation levels

BEMS: building management system
EV: electric vehicle

Prediction of damage from natural disasters, alerts and
warnings, creation of hazard maps, and support for creating
evacuation plans

Positioning, torsion & rotation, vibration & shaking,
tilting, erosion, freezing, and contamination.

Structural monitoring (buildings, pylons, bridges, highways),
road monitoring, monitoring of underground pipes (for
electricity, water, drains, gas), and monitoring of high-
voltage electricity cables (current leakage, cable
disconnection, snowfall)

Energy

Transportation

Construction

Home
appliances

Disaster
prevention

Table 2.   Examples of M2M cloud applications.
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global meeting support system to provide smooth 
communication in multi-language meetings.

3.   Future prospects

ICT systems are expected to contribute to value 
creation, providing efficiency and speed. To create 
services with new value, everyone involved in the 
business including developers and operators must 
cooperate. This idea has generated the word DevOps 
[�]. To repeat development and operation in a short 
cycle, it is necessary to establish a DevOps infrastruc-
ture that enables the distribution of applications. We 
will continue our research and development to create 
an environment where service providers can offer any 
services without being aware of the ICT infrastruc-
ture itself.
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